
5 REASONS TO 
CHOOSE US!

YOUR NEXT TECH 
SUPPLIER



We get you    
You have plans to grow your business, 
do something special, create a winning 
team.
Sounds great.
But you can’t run that kind of business 
on spreadsheets and SaaS apps that 
don’t work together.

It takes a joined-up informaCon 
system to help your business  lever 

advantage from its people and data.  
With our FREE soKware and chargeable 
services, you get an always-on, always-

evolving digital ecosystem.
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1Useful soJware that’s always free

WikiSuite is an OPEN SOURCE information 
management tech platform that will always 
remain free

Everything you need in a digital ecosystem 
without the legacy burden or make-do 
spreadsheets!
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It’s essential for effective collaboration (and operational economies) 
that ALL of your stakeholders use THE SAME digital platform.  With 
WikiSuite, everything is in the box to drive your digital 
transformation.

2 Everything in the box 
you’ll ever need
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We’ll get you on your way.

Our onboarding packages make light 
work of getting your new 
information management system 
tailored to your needs and up-and-
running fast.

Enjoy the benefits of best-in-class 
customer experience and back-office 
savings faster

Instantly-on
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4 Game-changing 
teamwork

We call it the TIKI-WAY.  It’s a fresh 
approach to teamwork aided by tech-tools 
that produces more
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5
An ethical tech 
partner that’s 
with you every 
step of your 
journey

Invest in an EVOLUDATA soluCon 
and you’re not buying enterprise 
soJware.  Instead, you’re invesYng in 
the skills and resources of our tech 
team to support you every step of 
the way on your journey.  We 
become your IT team, an extension 
to your business; commi[ed to your 
success and sharing wealth with 
people that work hard to deliver 
innovaYon, creaYvity and results.
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We’re committed to your success.  That’s why every customer is allocated a Single-
Point-of-Contact throughout their life with us, from the first app development to 
the latest.

We safeguard your data.  Ask us for our data security whitepaper

We are a fair community, always ensuring through our policies and behaviours we 
offer equal opportunities to all

We do our bit to keep the planet how we all like it

We offer affordable answers to your technology questions.  Our FREEDOM contract 
means that you always know what you’re paying for.  No surprises.  No project 
over-runs or disappointments.

A few things you 
can take for granted
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With office locations around 
the world, there’s always 
someone n the EVOLUDATA 
team near you to assist in your 
digital transformation.

www.evoludata.com

CANADA (HQ)

FRANCE

PAKISTAN

UK

Find out more. 
Get in touch 
today
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